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This invention- relates to machines for 13 for‘ the reception of the axle 8, the hubs

cutting temporary‘, irrigation ditches in being provided with radially screw threaded
openings for set screws 14: which operate to
orchards and the'like.
‘
The invention proposesto provide‘ means detachably and adjustably secure the plates
for cutting- temporafry‘ irrigation ditches of of» each of the wheels to the axle‘ 8'.
15 is a supplemental framearranged trans:
any‘ desired width, depth ‘and distance apart:
A further object ofv the invention is the versely of and superimposed upon main

5

provision of‘ a’ construction in‘ a ditcher frame-5 and at approximately the central

adapted for cuttinglop‘aposite portions of the portion thereof. This frame may be of
ground s'oas to effect the forming of-va‘plu angled metallic strips as shown, or formed
rality ofditche's simultaneously and, further, of'anyr otherrmaterial found suitable for‘ the
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to provide" for shaping these ditches to re— purpose. >16 and 17 indicate plates of chan
quiredv contour immediately succeeding the neled ironvor its equivalent disposed‘ trans? ‘

versely of the opposite end portions of

cutting‘ thereof.

Ar still further‘ object'vis the provision-of a frame 15' and rigidly secured thereto in any

15

ditching machine adapted for cutting and preferred manner as by hook bolts 18 which
shaping- a plurality of-ditches in one opera extend around the upper edge of‘ the sup
tion and during one trip 'of'the ditcher-over plemental framev and‘ downwardly“through

the section‘ of the ground in which the ditches the channeled plates 16 and 17' to which they
are secured by nuts‘ 19.‘ 20 and 21 incli
are formed.
The above and other objects are accom cate hangers depending in pairs from the
plished by instrumentalities pointed out in channeled plates 167 the latter being provided >

20

with ‘circular sockets in the-form of castings
The invention‘pis' clearly defined‘ in the 22 rigidly secured to the plates and adapted
for receiving the circular upper ends of the
A satisfactory embodiment of the inven hangers 20 which are‘ adjustably secured

the following specification;
25

claims.-

'

‘
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tion is illustrated in the accompanying draw

within the sockets‘ by clamp screws 23. 1 The

ends of hangers 20 and 21 are pro
ings forming part of the speci?cation-‘land lower
vided with boXings 24 for the reception of
‘
‘
Figure 1 is aside‘ elevation of the device the spindles 25 which extend through and
showing the main frame and diskstilted up form-bearings for the hubs 26 of the cutting
disks 27 andv 28. As Will be noted by refer
wardlyv and ‘inoperative position; a t
Figure 2 is a plan view ofvthe device with ence to the‘ drawings, the channeled plates
one end ‘portion’of the‘ supplementalframe 16 andv 17 are in alinlement with the wheels
broken away to 'disclose'the’ relation’ of other 9 and 10“ and the‘hangers 20 and 21' are so
' adjusted that the forward‘ disks 27, are ar
parts;
‘
Figure 3 is a detail'sideelevation'of‘ the ranged with their concave faces presented in
forward endportion of the main frame and wardly while'the rear disks 28 are disposed
a- draw bar showing the ‘arrangement of the with‘ their concave faces presented out

in which

30

CO Ca

40

The adjustable connectionbetween
parts‘ when the mainframe‘ is“ lowered and wardly.
thehangersand-channeled- plates 16 and 17
Figure & is a fragmentary plan'view‘of the permitsof arranging, the disks 20 and 21 on
side» with their faces in, any desired
forward end-‘oftheima-in' frame," also‘show each
angular relation. Thepeculiar arrangement
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‘ the3 disks in ‘engagement with ‘ the ground; -

in ON

ing’th‘e head; the bell. crank an'd'bracket he
ing'rem‘oi'ied for the" sake of clearnes‘s;
In the drawings 5 ‘indicates a‘h'ori‘zonta'lly
disposedi main~ frame,‘ the rear end" portions
of the sides 6*‘ and 7' of‘which‘are‘provided

100

of disks" at either end of the supplemental

frame 15' PI‘TOVTClGSfTOI" the cutting of sub
stantially? \II-shaped‘ ditches and‘in the cut~ '

ting of'a ditch by the disks on one ‘end por~

'of1the supplemental frame; the soil is 105
with bearings 4: ‘for the lrotatabl'e'frear axle tion50 8" to‘ the ‘ ends‘ offwhich are" adj u'stably. ?tted lifted" and thrown outwardly in: opposite di
and the width 0f the; ditch is deter
for lateral ‘a’d-j ii‘stnfient‘ the“ combined » ditch rections;
mined‘
by
the angle included‘ between the
shapii‘ig‘ian'd“ traction‘ wheel's‘? 9“‘an*d 10L
axes
vof-thei‘disks.
V shown‘ea'ch'o'f the’ wheels 9‘ and‘ilO‘isif-Torr'ne‘d
The entering‘ of- the‘ wheels“ and‘ into _ 110
of: ‘t wo‘dlsh’e'd metallic“ plates ' 111' and“ 12- hav the‘ ditches'as these are cut by the disks,
55 in’g ?anges» peripheral ' portions‘v bearinguone
upon the" other and‘ centrally‘ disposed‘- hu‘bs operates‘to ‘shape the'ditches to conform

2
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to the peripheral contours of the wheels.
The connection between the channeled plates
16 and 17 and the supplemental frame 15
permits of adjusting. either or both sets
of disks to various distances from the lon
gitudinal central line of the main frame 5,
and the adjustment permitted by the con
nection between the wheels 9 and 10 and
the axle 8, enables the device of the present

crank is pivotally connected, as at 49’, to
one end of a link 48', the opposite end of
which is pivotally connected as at 50’ to

the draw bar 29. lVhen drum 43 rotates,
?exible element 45'is wound thereon and 70
pull rod 46 operated to rock hellcrank lever
47 from the position shown in Figure 3 to
the position shown in Figure 1. In this
movement of the bell crank arm 48 thereof

invention to "form a plurality of ditches moves downwardly ‘and forwardly, where 75
spaced for any required distance apart.
upon the forward end of the main frame is

The forward end portions of the sides 6 tilted upwardly, the said frame turning

and 7 of the frame converge and are dis upon the bearings 4, and moving until the
posed upon opposite sides of a draw bar head of pivot pin 49’ abuts a stop 50 upon
29 which is pivoted as at 29’ to a cross bar head 39. At this time the disks 27 and-28
30’ connected to the frame 5. The draw are elevated above the ground so that the
bar is provided with a clevis 30 adapted ditcher may be conveniently turned upon
for connection to a draft appliance, such traction wheels 9 and 10. In moving rear
as a tractor, not shown.
20
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wardly the upper arm of bell crank 47 car

' Upstanding brackets 31 and 32 are rigidly ries bracket arm 40 rearwardly. The outer
secured to the. side members 6 and 7 of the end of thebracket arm bears upon an ad

main frame, the upper end portions of these justable stop upon pull rod 41, so that the
“brackets overhanging the forward side of rod 41 is caused to move by ‘the bracket and
supplemental frame 15. 13011333 secured thereby operate lever 42 to. disengage the
to frame 15 pass through openings in the drum 43 from disk 44. At this time the
overhanging portions of the brackets and parts occupy the positions shown in Figure
are surmounted by adjusting nuts 34. By 1', where it will be noted that the main
turning the nuts 34 upon the bolts 33, the frame is locked against downward anovc
supplemental frame 15 is adjusted vertically ment. In this connection.v it is to be ob

with respect to the main frame 5 so that served that the construction andarrange- i

when the latter is connected to the draft
appliance, the frame 15 may be adjusted
vertically to regulate the depth of cut on
the part of the disks 2'7 and 28. In this
:35 way the device of this invention is enabled
to cut ditches of any desired depth.
35 is a bracket sloping upwardly and for
wardly from the forward end portion of the
main frame 5, its forward end overlying
fl 0 draw bar 29. The sides 36 of the bracket
35‘ converge forwardly and are secured, as
by a pin 37, to the upper end of avertically
disposed head 38 hereinshown as made up
of a pair of oppositely‘disposed side mem

bers 39 spaced for the reception of draw
bar 29.
40 is a bracket armextending upwardly
and rearwardly from a bell. crank 47, to

ment of hell crank 47, link 48’ and stop 50
are such that when head of pivot pin 49’

abut-s stop 50. pin 49’ is disposed forwardly
and beyond the centers of pins 47' and 50’.
In order to unlock the parts and permit the
disks to descend into operative position, the
upper arm of: bell crank 47 is pulled for
wardly by a rope 55 connected to the bell
crank and accessible to the operator of the
draft vehicle.

7
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In the use of the device the forward disks
are adjusted so as to penetrate the ground
to'a less extent than the rear disks so that

‘in moving over the ground the forward
disks cut the ditch or furrow to approxi

mately'one half the required depth and
move the soil outwardly in’ one direction.

The rear disks then entering the furrow
which it is pivotally connected as at 47’. lmove the soil-therefrom in the opposite di- A pull rod 41 extends downwardly and rear rection and effect the deepening of the ditch 115

wardly through an ‘opening in the upper

to the required extent. '

end portion of arm 40 to a lever '42 which
Although I have shown and vdescribed
operates a ‘drum 43 slidable upon axle 8 one embodiment of my invention, it is to
to move axially thereof. Pins 43' on the be understood that the same is susceptible

drum engage in openings in a disk 44 ?xedly of various changes; and I reserve the right
secured to axle 8 when the drum is operated to employ such as may come within the
to slide in one direction. The disk then scope of the appended claims.
acts to- effect rotation of the drum in the
I claim:
‘
>
-

turning of shaft-8. The drum has attached
60

1. A ditch digging machine comprising a

thereto one end of a ‘flexible element 45 main frame having bearings, an axle ro

which is connected by a pull rod or its tatably mounted in said bearings, ground
equivalent 46 to one arm of bellcrank lever wheels adjustable axially of the axle, a sup
‘47 which is fulerumed ‘at the upper end of plemental frame disposed transversely of
65

head 38 and upon the pin 37 passing through the main frame and vadjustablevertically
the head.- The ‘other arm 48 of the bell~ thereon, ,support-s adj ustably connected ‘ to
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3

the supplemental frame and movable into alinement with the ground ‘wheels, hangers

alinement with the ground wheels, hangers
depending from said supports and adjust
ably connected thereto and ground cutting
disks rotatably mounted upon the hangers
and adjustable therewith, said disks being
concavo'convex in cross section and dis

posed in pairs at the opposite end portions
of the supplemental frame, the disks of each

pair being further arranged with their re~
spectivc concave faces presented outwardly
and inwardly with respect to the main frame
for the purpose described.

,

depending from said supports and adjust
ably connected thereto and ground cutting
disks rotatably mount-ed upon the 11c ngers

and adjustable therewith, said disks being
concavo-convex in cross section and disposed

.in pairs at the opposite end portions of the
supplemental frame, the disks of each pair
being further arranged with their respec—
tive concave faces present-ed outwardly and
inwardly with respect to the main frame for
the purpose described, the wheels supporting
said main frame trailing, and being in aline
ment, with said disks and the peripheries of

2. In a ditch digging machine, a main
frame, a draw bar pivotally connected to said wheels being arcuate and of a size to
one end portion of the main frame and enter the ditch made by said disks.
4:. A ditch digging machine comprising a
adapted to be connected to a draft device, an
axle disposed at the opposite end portion of main frame having bearings, an axle rotat~
the main frame and rotatable thereon3 ably mounted in said bearings, ground

ground wheels carried by the axle, a lever wheels adjustable axially of the axle, a sup
fulcrumed upon the main frame between the
connectibl-e end of the draw bar and the
axle, said lever being connected to the draw
bar, a drum loose upon the axle, a flexible
element connected to the drum and to the‘
lever, and means rotatable with the axle and
adapted to engage the drum and thereby ro
tate the same in the turning of the axle

plemental frame disposed transversely of the GU
main frame and adjustable vertically there»

on, supports adjustably connected to the
supplemental frame and movable into aline—

ment with the ground wheels, hangers de
pending from said supports and adjustably
connected thereto and ground cutting disks
rotatably mounted upon the hangers and ad-v
whereby the flexible element is wound upon justable therewith, said disks being concave
the drum and the lever moved in one‘ direc~ convex in cross section and disposed in pairs
at the opposite end portions of the supple
tion to tilt the frame upwardly.
3. A ditch digging machine comprising a mental frame, the disks of each pair being
main frame having bearings, an axle rotat further arranged with their respective con

ably mounted in said bearings, ground :ave faces presented outwardly and in
wheels adjustable axially of the axle, a sup

wardly with respect to the main frame for

plemental frame disposed transversely of the purpose described, the forward disks be

the main frame and adjustable vertically ing adjusted to penetrate the ground to a

thereon, supports adjustably connected to lesser depth than rear disks.
JESSE G. LINDEMAN.
the supplemental frame and movable into
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